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Abstract—To increase the spectral efficiency of next generation
wireless networks, it is important to wisely integrate multiple
services at the physical layer. Here, we consider physical layer
service integration in multiantenna bidirectional relay networks,
where a relay node establishes a bidirectional communication
between two other nodes using a decode-and-forward protocol.
In the broadcast phase the relay efficiently integrates additional
common and confidential services at the physical layer, which
requires the study of the MIMO Gaussian bidirectional broadcast
channel (BBC) with common and confidential messages. We estab-
lish the secrecy capacity region which unifies previous (partial)
results, where the relay provides only some of the services.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, significant progress has been made in improving
the performance of next generation cellular networks. One
research area that is gaining importance is the efficient im-
plementation of multiple services at the physical layer. For
example, in current cellular systems, operators already offer
not only traditional services such as (bidirectional) voice com-
munication, but also further multicast services or confidential
services that are subject to certain secrecy constraints. Nowa-
days, this is realized by policies that allocate different services
on different logical channels and further by applying secrecy
techniques on higher levels. In general this is quite inefficient
and thus there is a trend to merge multiple coexisting services
efficiently so that they work on the same wireless resources.
This is referred to as physical layer service integration and has
the potential to significantly increase the spectral efficiency for
next generation wireless networks.

Since bidirectional and multicast services do not require that
they are kept secret from non-legitimated receivers, they are
classified as public services. Accordingly, services that have
this additional secrecy requirement are classified as confiden-
tial services. Physical layer secrecy techniques are becoming
more and more attractive since they do not rely on assumptions
such as insufficient capabilities of non-legitimated receivers
and therefore provide so-called unconditional security, cf. for
example [1] for a recent survey. The wiretap channel [2–5]
characterizes the secure communication problem for a point-
to-point link with an additional eavesdropper. The broadcast
channel with confidential messages [6, 7] generalizes this
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Fig. 1. Physical layer service integration in bidirectional relay networks. In
the initial MAC phase, nodes 1 and 2 transmit their messages m1 and m2

with rates R2 and R1 to the relay node. Then, in the BBC phase, the relay
forwards the messages m1 and m2 and adds a common message m0 with
rate R0 to the communication and further a confidential message mc for node
1 with rate Rc which should be kept secret from node 2.

model and characterizes the optimal integration of common
and confidential services at the physical layer. There are
further extensions such as the MIMO Gaussian broadcast
channel with common and confidential messages [8, 9], the
multiple access channel with confidential messages [10], the
interference channel with confidential messages [11], or the
two-way wiretap channel [12].

The concept of bidirectional relaying has the potential
to significantly improve the overall performance in wireless
networks such as ad-hoc, sensor, and even cellular systems.
This is mainly based on the fact that it advantageously exploits
the property of bidirectional communication to reduce the
inherent loss in spectral efficiency induced by half-duplex
relays [13, 14]. It applies to three-node networks, where a half-
duplex relay node establishes a bidirectional communication
between two other nodes using a decode-and-forward protocol.
In the initial multiple access (MAC) phase two nodes transmit
their messages to the relay node which decodes them. Then, in
the bidirectional broadcast (BBC) phase the relay re-encodes
and transmits both messages in such a way that both receiving
nodes can decode their intended message using their own
message from the previous phase as side information [15, 16].

In this work, we consider physical layer service integration
in multiantenna bidirectional relay networks. Here, the relay
integrates additional common and confidential services in the
BBC phase. More precisely, in addition to the transmission of
both individual messages the relay has the following tasks as
shown in Figure 1: the transmission of a common message
to both nodes and further, the transmission of a confidential
message to one node, which should be kept secret from the
other, non-legitimated node. Since the receiving nodes can use
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Fig. 2. General MIMO Gaussian BBC with common and confidential
messages.

their own messages from the previous phase for decoding,
this channel differs from the classical broadcast scenario and
is therefore called MIMO Gaussian bidirectional broadcast
channel (BBC) with common and confidential messages. For
this scenario we completely characterize the integration of
bidirectional, common, and confidential services at the physi-
cal layer. Further, this solves not only the optimal processing
for bidirectional relay networks, but also gives us first insights
for larger and more complex networks so that our results are
not only relevant for itself.1

II. BIDIRECTIONAL BROADCAST CHANNEL WITH
COMMON AND CONFIDENTIAL MESSAGES

We assume NR antennas at the relay node and Ni antennas
at node i, i = 1, 2, as shown in Figure 2. The input-output
relation between the relay and node i, i = 1, 2, is given by

yi = Hix+ ni, (1)

where yi ∈ RNi×1 denotes the output at node i, Hi ∈
RNi×NR the multiplicative channel matrix, x ∈ RNR×1 the
input of the relay node, and ni ∈ RNi×1 the independent
additive noise according to a Gaussian distribution N (0, INi)
with zero mean and identity covariance matrix. We assume
perfect channel state information at all nodes.

We follow [7, 17] and consider two different power con-
straints: an average power constraint and a general matrix
power constraint. An input sequence xn = (x1,x2, ...,xn)
of length n satisfies an average power constraint P if

1

n

n∑
k=1

xT
k xk ≤ P. (2)

Similarly, xn satisfies a matrix power constraint S if

1

n

n∑
k=1

xkx
T
k � S (3)

where S � 0 is a positive semidefinite matrix.
For the BBC phase we assume that the relay has success-

fully decoded the individual messages m1 and m2 which nodes
1 and 2 have been transmitted in the previous MAC phase.
Besides the transmission of both individual messages, the relay
has the tasks to transmit an additional common message m0

to both nodes and a confidential message mc to node 1 which
has to be kept completely secret from the non-legitimated

1Notation: Vectors and matrices are denoted by bold lower case letters and
bold capital letters; I(·; ·) is the mutual information; (·)−1 and (·)T denote
the inverse and transpose; tr(·) and | · | are the trace and determinant of a
matrix; Q � 0 means the matrix Q is positive semidefinite.

node 2. This is measured by the information theoretic concept
of secrecy [2, 6], i.e., we require

1

n
I(Mc;Y

n
2 |M2) −→

n→∞
0

which is also known as perfect secrecy. Here, Mc and M2

are random variables that are uniformly distributed over the
set of confidential and individual messages of node 2, respec-
tively, and Yn

2 = (Y2,1,Y2,2, ...,Y2,n) denotes the received
sequence at node 2.

For discrete memoryless channels the corresponding sce-
nario is analyzed in [18]. The resulting secrecy capacity region
is restated in the following theorem.

Theorem 1 ([18]): The secrecy capacity region of the dis-
crete memoryless BBC with common and confidential mes-
sages is the set of all rate tuples R = (Rc, R0, R1, R2) ∈ R4

+

that satisfy

Rc ≤ I(V;Y1|U)− I(V;Y2|U)

R0 +Ri ≤ I(U;Yi), i = 1, 2

for some U−V−X− (Y1,Y2), where U and V are auxiliary
random variables, cf. [18] for further details.

In this work, we establish a similar result for MIMO Gaus-
sian channels under a matrix and average power constraint.

Theorem 2: The secrecy capacity region CBBC(S) of the
MIMO Gaussian BBC with common and confidential mes-
sages under the matrix power constraint S is given by the set
of all rate tuples R ∈ R4

+ that satisfy

Rc≤
1

2
log
∣∣∣IN1

+H1Q
(c)HT

1

∣∣∣− 1

2
log
∣∣∣IN2

+H2Q
(c)HT

2

∣∣∣ (4a)

R0 +Ri ≤
1

2
log

∣∣∣∣∣ INi +HiSH
T
i

INi
+HiQ

(c)HT
i

∣∣∣∣∣ , i = 1, 2 (4b)

for some 0 � Q(c) � S.
With [17, Lemma 1] we can immediately deduce the secrecy

capacity region for an average power constraint (2) from the
corresponding result for a matrix power constraint (3).

Corollary 1: The secrecy capacity region CBBC(P ) of the
MIMO Gaussian BBC with common and confidential mes-
sages under the average power constraint P is given by the
set of all rate tuples R ∈ R4

+ that satisfy

Rc ≤
1

2
log
∣∣∣IN1

+H1Q
(c)HT

1

∣∣∣− 1

2
log
∣∣∣IN2

+H2Q
(c)HT

2

∣∣∣
R0 +Ri ≤

1

2
log

∣∣∣∣∣INi +Hi(Q
(c)+Q(p))HT

i

INi +HiQ
(c)HT

i

∣∣∣∣∣ , i = 1, 2

for some Q(c)� 0 and Q(p)� 0 with tr(Q(c)+Q(p))≤ P .

III. OPTIMAL SERVICE INTEGRATION

In this section we prove Theorem 2 and therewith establish
the optimal processing for service integration at the physical
layer. Similarly as for the classical broadcast channel with
common and confidential messages [7] it will be convenient to
first consider the special case of square and invertible channel
matrices and prove the corresponding result for this case.



Then, this result can easily be extended to arbitrary (possibly
non-square and non-invertible) channel matrices using stan-
dard approximation arguments as in [7, 17].

A. Aligned MIMO Bidirectional Broadcast Channel

We first consider the case of square and invertible channel
matrices H1 and H2 so that multiplying both sides of (1) by
H−1i yields an equivalent channel model

yi = x+ ni (5)

where yi,x,ni ∈ RNR×1 but ni is now Gaussian distributed
with zero mean and covariance matrix

Σi = H−1i H−Ti ∈ RNR×NR ,

i.e., ni ∼ N (0,Σi), i = 1, 2. According to [7] we call (1)
the general MIMO Gaussian BBC and (5) the aligned MIMO
Gaussian BBC. For the aligned case the secrecy capacity
region becomes the following.

Theorem 3: The secrecy capacity region Caligned
BBC (S) of the

aligned MIMO Gaussian BBC with common and confidential
messages under the matrix power constraint S is the set of all
rate tuples R ∈ R4

+ that satisfy

Rc ≤
1

2
log

∣∣∣∣∣Q(c) + Σ1

Σ1

∣∣∣∣∣− 1

2
log

∣∣∣∣∣Q(c) + Σ2

Σ2

∣∣∣∣∣ (6a)

R0 +Ri ≤
1

2
log

∣∣∣∣ S + Σi

Q(c) + Σi

∣∣∣∣ , i = 1, 2 (6b)

for some 0 � Q(c) � S.
1) Proof of Achievability: To prove the achievability of all

rate tuples specified by (6), we follow the proof of its discrete
counterpart, cf. Theorem 1 and [18], with a proper choice
of auxiliary and input random variables. More precisely, we
choose G ∼ N (0,Q(c)) for the confidential message and U ∼
N (0,S − Q(c)) for the public messages with G and U are
independent, and further V = X = U+G. Then, similarly as
in [7] we obtain the desired region (6) immediately.

2) Proof of Converse: Since the proof of converse is
quite similar to the one for the MIMO Gaussian BBC with
confidential messages (and no common messages) [19], we
only sketch the main ideas in the following.

The converse is shown by contradiction. Therefore, we
construct a rate tuple Ro = (Ro

c , R
o
0, R

o
1, R

o
2) ∈ R4

+ that lies
outside the desired region, i.e., Ro /∈ Caligned

BBC (S), and assume
that this rate tuple is achievable. Following [19] we obtain
that for some µ1, µ2 > 0 the weighted secrecy sum-capacity
of this constructed (outside) rate tuple Ro is given by

Ro
c + µ1(R

o
0 +Ro

1) + µ2(R
o
0 +Ro

2) =
1

2
log

∣∣∣∣∣Q(c) + Σ1

Σ1

∣∣∣∣∣
− 1

2
log

∣∣∣∣∣Q(c) + Σ2

Σ2

∣∣∣∣∣+
2∑

i=1

µi

2
log

∣∣∣∣ S + Σi

Q(c) + Σi

∣∣∣∣+ δ (7)

with δ > 0.
To establish a contradiction to (7) it is beneficial to reinter-

pret the transmission scenario by splitting the legitimate node 1
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Fig. 3. Enhanced MIMO Gaussian BBC with common and confidential
messages. Node 1 is split up into two virtual receivers, one enhanced for the
confidential message and one for the public messages. For receiver 1a the
noise covariance matrix Σ1 is replaced by Σ̃1 to enhance the channel for the
confidential message.

into two virtual receivers: one designated for the public and
one for the confidential messages. Then (5) can equivalently
be written as

y1a = x+ n1a (8a)
y1b = x+ n1b (8b)
y2 = x+ n2 (8c)

with n1a,n1b ∼ N (0,Σ1) and n2 ∼ N (0,Σ2). Here, each
(virtual) receiver is only interested in either the public or the
confidential messages. In more detail, receiver 1a is interested
in the confidential message mc, receiver 1b in the public
messages m0 and m2, and receiver 2 in the public messages
m0 and m1. Clearly, mc has to be kept secret only from
receiver 2 but need not be kept secret from receiver 1b.

The next step is to enhance the channel designated for the
confidential message, i.e., (virtual) receiver 1a. Similarly as in
[19] the idea is to construct a noise covariance matrix Σ̃1 that
shows the following the degradedness property

Σ̃1 � Σi, i = 1, 2. (9)

Then, replacing Σ1 of the confidential receiver 1a by the
enhanced version Σ̃1, yields for (8a) the relation

ỹ1a = x+ ñ1a

with ñ1a ∼ N (0, Σ̃1), while the channels for receiver 1b and
2 remain the same as depicted in Figure 3. Because of (9), the
received signals y1b and y2 at the public receivers 1b and 2
are (stochastically) degraded with respect to the received signal
ỹ1a at the confidential receiver 1a. We call this the enhanced
MIMO Gaussian BBC. Clearly, its secrecy capacity region is
at least as large as of the original aligned BBC.

Similarly as in [7] or [19] one can show that for the en-
hanced MIMO Gaussian BBC with common and confidential
messages the rates are bounded from above by the following
mutual information terms

Rc ≤ I(X; Ỹ1a|U)− I(X;Y2|U)
R0 +R1 ≤ I(U;Y1b)

R0 +R2 ≤ I(U;Y2)

for some U−X− Ỹ1a − (Y1b,Y2).
Remark 1: Because of (9) and the resulting inherent

Markov chain property we need only one auxiliary random



variable U instead of both U and V as in the non-degraded
case, cf. Theorem 1. This makes the evaluation of the se-
crecy capacity region for the enhanced MIMO Gaussian BBC
tractable.

The Markov chain relation and the resulting absence of
V makes it possible to apply an extremal inequality [20,
Corollary 4] as in [19]. This allows us to bound for any rate
tuple R ∈ R4

+ the weighted secrecy sum-capacity in such a
way that we finally end up with

Rc + µ1(R0 +R1) + µ2(R0 +R2) ≤
1

2
log

∣∣∣∣∣Q(c) + Σ1

Σ1

∣∣∣∣∣
− 1

2
log

∣∣∣∣∣Q(c) + Σ2

Σ2

∣∣∣∣∣+
2∑

i=1

µi

2
log

∣∣∣∣ S + Σi

Q(c) + Σi

∣∣∣∣ . (10)

Since the secrecy capacity region of the aligned BBC is
contained in the corresponding region of the enhanced BBC,
it is clear that for any rate tuple R ∈ R4

+ the upper bound on
the weighted secrecy sum-capacity (10) - established above for
the enhanced BBC - holds, of course, also the non-enhanced
aligned BBC. But since δ > 0, this contradicts (7) and
completes the proof of converse.

B. General MIMO Bidirectional Broadcast Channel

With the result for the aligned MIMO Gaussian BBC it is
straightforward to obtain the desired corresponding result for
the general MIMO Gaussian BBC.

As in the aligned case the achievability follows immediately
from Theorem 1 with the same choice of auxiliary and input
random variables. The converse part is established by standard
approximation arguments. We follow [7, 17] and approximate
any general MIMO Gaussian BBC (with possibly non-square
and non-invertible) channel matrices by an appropriate aligned
MIMO Gaussian BBC so that Theorem 3 is applicable.

IV. DISCUSSION

In previous section we established the secrecy capacity
region of the BBC with common and confidential messages.
This unifies previous results such as the BBC with confidential
messages [19], the BBC with common messages [21], or
the classical broadcast channel with common and confidential
messages [7]. For the case of no common messages we get
the following.

Corollary 2 ([19]): The secrecy capacity region of the
MIMO Gaussian BBC with confidential messages under the
average power constraint P is the set of all rate triples
(Rc, R1, R2) ∈ R3

+ that satisfy

Rc ≤
1

2
log
∣∣∣IN1+H1Q

(c)HT
1

∣∣∣− 1

2
log
∣∣∣IN2+H2Q

(c)HT
2

∣∣∣
Ri ≤

1

2
log

∣∣∣∣∣INi
+Hi(Q

(c) +Q(p))HT
i

INi
+HiQ

(c)HT
i

∣∣∣∣∣ , i = 1, 2

for some Q(c) � 0, Q(p) � 0 with tr(Q(c) +Q(p)) ≤ P .
If there are no confidential services for the relay to integrate,

it solely transmits public services and the scenario reduces to
the BBC with common messages.

Corollary 3 ([21]): The capacity region of the MIMO
Gaussian BBC with common messages under the average
power constraint P is the set of all rate triples (R0, R1, R2) ∈
R3

+ that satisfy

R0 +Ri ≤
1

2
log
∣∣∣INi +HiQ

(p)HT
i

∣∣∣ , i = 1, 2

for some Q(p) � 0 with tr(Q(p)) ≤ P .
For the case of no bidirectional messages we end up with

the classical broadcast channel with common and confidential
messages.

Corollary 4 ([7]): The secrecy capacity region of the
MIMO Gaussian broadcast channel with common and con-
fidential messages under the average power constraint P is
the set of all rate pairs (Rc, R0) ∈ R2

+ that satisfy

Rc ≤
1

2
log
∣∣∣IN1

+H1Q
(c)HT

1

∣∣∣− 1

2
log
∣∣∣IN2

+H2Q
(c)HT

2

∣∣∣
R0 ≤ min

i∈{1,2}

{
1

2
log

∣∣∣∣∣INi +Hi(Q
(c) +Q(p))HT

i

INi
+HiQ

(c)HT
i

∣∣∣∣∣
}
,

for some Q(c) � 0, Q(p) � 0 with tr(Q(c) +Q(p)) ≤ P .
Remark 2: Clearly, the whole discussion and Corollaries 2-

4 also holds for the general matrix power constraint (3).

V. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

The optimal transmit covariance matrices are determined
by non-convex optimization problems and so the weighted rate
sum optimal rate tuples as well. Hence, obtaining the boundary
of the secrecy capacity region is in general non-trivial.

For the MISO scenario we can reformulate the optimization
problem in such a way that it becomes convex and therewith
tractable. Since the relay has multiple transmit antennas but
nodes 1 and 2 have only single receive antennas, the channel
matrices Hi reduce to vectors hi, i = 1, 2, and the region (4)
of Theorem 2 can be written as

Rc ≤
1

2
log

(
1 +

h1Q
(c)hT

1 − h2Q
(c)hT

2

1 + h2Q
(c)hT

2

)
(11a)

R0 +Ri ≤
1

2
log

(
1 +

hi(S −Q(c))hT
i

1 + hiQ
(c)hT

i

)
, i = 1, 2. (11b)

Next, we follow [22] or [7, Sec. V] and consider a re-
parametrization of the rates as

Rc = log(1 + αγc) (12a)
R0 +Ri = log(1 + αγi), i = 1, 2 (12b)

where α is an auxiliary parameter and γc, γ1, γ2 can be
interpreted as received SNR ”weights”. Combining (11) and
(12) we end up with

h1Q
(c)hT

1 − h2Q
(c)hT

2 ≥ αγc(1 + h2Q
(c)hT

2 ) (13a)

hi(S −Q(c))hT
i ≥ αγi(1 + hiQ

(c)hT
i ), i = 1, 2 (13b)

S � Q(c) � 0. (13c)

Instead of using (4) to check if a rate tuple is in the capacity
region, i.e., R ∈ CBBC(S), one can alternatively look for a
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positive semidefinite matrix Q(c) that satisfies the conditions
(13a)-(13c). Since all these conditions are linear in Q(c), this
belongs to the class of convex optimization problems which
can be solved efficiently.

Obviously, all rates increase as the auxiliary parameter α
increases. Thus we obtain the weighted rate sum optimal rate
triple on the boundary of the secrecy capacity region CBBC(S)
for fixed weights γc, γ1, γ2 by finding the maximum α such
that (13a)-(13c) provide at least one feasible solution, cf. also
[7, 22]. Finally, running through all weight vectors with γc +
γ1 + γ2 = 1 yields all weighted rate sum optimal rate tuples
and characterizes the boundary of CBBC(S).

Similarly, for an average power constraint P we obtain

h1Q
(c)hT

1 − h2Q
(c)hT

2 ≥ αγc(1 + h2Q
(c)hT

2 )

hiQ
(p)hT

i ≥ αγi(1 + hiQ
(c)hT

i ), i = 1, 2

tr(Q(c) +Q(p)) ≤ P, Q(c) � 0, Q(p) � 0

which again allows to compute boundary of the secrecy
capacity region CBBC(P ).

For visual feasibility we consider the case with no common
messages and depict in Figure 4 the secrecy capacity region
of the MISO Gaussian BBC with confidential messages, cf.
Corollary 2. For plots of the BBC with common messages
and of the classical broadcast channel with common and
confidential messages we refer to [21] and [7], respectively.

VI. CONCLUSION

The BBC with common and confidential messages con-
stitutes a general characterization for efficient physical layer
integration of public and confidential services in bidirectional
relay networks. Further, this is also a major step towards the
efficient service integration in larger networks, since it gives
valuable insights how services should be merged from an
information-theoretic point of view. This is beneficial since
it enables a joint resource allocation policy and it is expected
that this will result in a significantly reduced complexity and
an improved energy efficiency.

Although the secrecy capacity regions are completely es-
tablished, it is worth to study the optimal transmit covariance

matrices in more detail to obtain further insights as for
example done in [21] for the BBC with common messages.
This is left for future work.
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